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Termination of rewriting [Der87,Zan03] is often proposed as a suitable theory for prov-
ing termination of programs which are executed by rewriting. Programming languages
and systems whose operational principle is based on reduction (e.g., functional, al-
gebraic, and equational programming languages as well as theorem provers based on
rewriting techniques) need, however, to break down the non-determinism which is in-
herent to reduction relations to make computations feasible. This is usually done by
means of somereduction strategy, i.e., a concrete rule to specify the (non-empty set
of) reduction steps which can be issued on any term which is not a normal form. Thus,
termination of a programR (whereR is a TRS) can be more precisely defined as the
termination of the strategyS which is used to executeR . Here, by termination of a
strategyS for a TRSR , we mean the termination of the reduction relation→S⊆→+

associated toS.
Traditionally, the most important question about a rewriting strategyS is whether it

is normalizing, i.e., no infiniteS-sequencet →S t ′→S · · · starts from a termt having a
normal form. Obviously, every rewriting strategyS is forced to run forever when faced
to termst having no normal form. Then, the following property is obvious.

Proposition 1. LetR be a TRS andS be a strategy forR . Then,S is terminating if and
only if R is normalizing andS is normalizing.

This proposition says that wecannotobtain a terminating behavior for a programR
running under a given strategyS unless the program is normalizing, i.e.,everytermt has
a normal form. However, many interesting programs are not normalizing. In particular,
those which can be used to deal with ‘infinite’ data structures. For instance, the TRS
that corresponds to the followingMaude program:

fmod SEL-FIRST-PRIMES is
sorts Nat LNat .
op 0 : -> Nat .
op s : Nat -> Nat .
ops nil primes : -> LNat .
op cons : Nat LNat -> LNat [strat (1 0)] .
op sel : Nat LNat -> Nat .
op first : Nat LNat -> LNat .

? This work has been partially supported by CICYT TIC2001-2705-C03-01 and MCYT Acción
Integrada HU 2001-0019.
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op nats : Nat -> LNat .
op sieve : LNat -> LNat .
op filter : LNat Nat Nat -> LNat .
vars X Y M N : Nat .
var Z : LNat .
eq filter(cons(X,Z),0,M) = cons(0,filter(Z,M,M)) .
eq filter(cons(X,Z),s(N),M) = cons(X,filter(Z,N,M)) .
eq sieve(cons(0,Z)) = sieve(Z) .
eq sieve(cons(s(N),Z)) = cons(s(N),sieve(filter(Z,N,N))) .
eq nats(N) = cons(N,nats(s(N))) .
eq primes = sieve(nats(s(s(0)))) .
eq sel(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) = sel(X,Z) .
eq sel(0,cons(X,Z)) = X .
eq first(0,Z) = nil .
eq first(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) = cons(Y,first(X,Z)) .

endfm

is not normalizing: the expressionprimes is intended to arbitrarily approximate the list
of prime numbers (see [KdV03]) and has no normal form. As mentioned before, the
problem is that rewriting strategies must rewrite terms which are not normal forms. The
following notion permits us to avoid the limitation expressed by Proposition 1. In the
following definition,(A,→) is an abstract reduction system (ARS), where→⊆ A×A
for a given setA; also, for a reduction relation→′⊆ A×A, NF→′ is the set of all→′-
normal forms.

Definition 1. Let (A,→) be an ARS. A binary relation⇀ on A is a computational
restrictionof→ if ⇀⊆→+ andNF⇀ 6= NF→.

When considering a TRSR = (F ,R),→ is the (one-step) rewrite relation→R induced
by R and we writeNFR rather thanNF→R . Note that the conditionNF⇀ 6= NFR (or,
equivalently,NF⇀ ⊃ NFR , since⇀⊆→+ implies thatR -normal forms are⇀-normal
forms) makes the difference between the notion of rewriting strategy and that of com-
putational restriction of rewriting:

1. every rewriting strategyS for a TRSR satisfies→S⊆→+; however,NF→S = NFR
by definition of strategy. On the other hand,

2. every subset⇀ of→+ satisfyingNF⇀ = NFR can be just considered as a rewriting
strategyS⇀ given by

S⇀(t) = {t = t1 → t2 → ·· · → tn = s | t ⇀ s}

for each termt.

Using restrictions of rewriting, we are still able to define (restricted) strategies which
only consider⇀-steps. In fact, the notion of computational restriction (of rewriting) as
given in Definition 1 is new but already used (as well as the corresponding strategies)
in the literature.
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Computational restriction Related Strategies
Demand-driven reduction [MR92] Demand-driven strategies [AL02]

Outermost-needed reduction [Ant92]Outermost-needed strategy [Ant92]
Context-Sensitive Rewriting [Luc98]Context-Sensitive Strategies [Luc02a]

” E-strategies [Eke98],
” Just-in-time[Pol01]
” Non-strict evaluation [GM03]

Lazy Rewriting [FKW00,Luc02b] On-Demand Strategies [AEGL02]
On-demand rewriting [Luc01a] On-Demand Strategies [AEGL02,NO01]

The use of computational restrictions of rewriting in the computational model of pro-
grams is, then, interesting. For instance, the programSEL-FIRST-PRIMES above is ter-
minating thanks to the strategy annotation(1 0) for symbolcons which ensures that
reductions on the second argument of calls tocons are not allowed. In particular, the
evaluation of expressionprimes with SEL-FIRST-PRIME yields1:

Maude> red primes .
reduce in SEL-FIRST-PRIMES : primes .
rewrites: 3 in 0ms cpu (10ms real) (˜ rewrites/second)
result LNat: cons(s(s(0)), sieve(filter(nats(s(s(s(0)))), s(0), s(0))))

However, we can easily obtain the fourth prime number without any risk of nontermi-
nation:

Maude> red sel(s(s(s(0))),primes) .
reduce in SEL-FIRST-PRIMES : sel(s(s(s(0))), primes) .
rewrites: 28 in -10ms cpu (0ms real) (˜ rewrites/second)
result Nat: s(s(s(s(s(s(s(0)))))))

Of course, further semantic issues should also be addressed (see [Luc03]). In this paper,
we are only concerned with termination.

We argue that termination of programs could be more appropriately studied aster-
mination of (strategies for) computational restrictions of rewriting.

Termination of computational restrictions of rewriting is a challenging problem. To
motivate this claim, think of Lankford’s theorem establishing that termination of TRSs
is equivalent to the existence of a well-founded ordering> on terms such thatt > s
whenevert → s. This is easily generalized to computational restrictions of rewriting
⇀, i.e., orderings on terms are also the basis of termination analysis of computational
restrictions of rewriting. In practice, however, we only want to compare the left- and
right-hand sides of the rules of the TRS by using somereduction ordering, i.e., a stable,
monotonic, and well-founded ordering on terms. These properties correspond to well-
known properties of the rewriting relation→ that computational restrictions of rewriting
do not need to fulfill. For instance, context-sensitive rewriting (CSR[Luc98]) is not
monotonic; lazy rewriting (LR [FKW00]) and on-demand rewriting (ODR [Luc01a])
are not stable or monotonic. Thus, reduction orderings are not completely suitable to
prove termination of computational restrictions of rewriting in many cases. Some facts
and questions arise:

1 We use version 1.0.5 of Maude interpreter (available at
http://maude.cs.uiuc.edu/current/system/ ).
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1. Generalizations of existing reduction orderings (e.g., recursive path orderings, poly-
nomial orderings, Knuth-Bendix orderings, etc.) have already been developed in
some cases. For instance, [BLR02] extends the recursive path ordering to permit
its use withCSR; on the othe hand, [GL02b] discusses the use of polynomial or-
derings for proving termination ofCSR. Are there other suitable generalizations? Is
there a generic methodology for obtaining them for a given (class of) computational
restrictions?

2. Transformation techniques can also be helpful here as they are able to transform
proofs of termination of computational restrictions of rewriting into proofs of ter-
mination of rewriting: see [GM03,Luc02c] forCSR; [Luc02b] forLR; and [Luc01a]
for ODR. Is there any generic transformation which could be specialized/simplified
in some cases?

3. Regarding strategies, [FGK01] describes a direct technique for directly proving
termination ofE-strategies and [Luc01b] shows that proofs of termination of (in-
nermost)CSRcan also be used for that. In [AEGL02] termination of on-demand
strategies is addressed.

The presentation will further discuss and exemplify these challenges and their possible
solutions.
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